Abstract. Let F be an algebraic number field and denote by N(a) the absolute norm and by1*?
1. Introduction. Let F be an algebraic number field of degree d over the field of rational numbers Q, U the group of units of F, and a,,...,ar a full set of representatives of nonconjugate embeddings of F into the field of complex numbers C. We denote by cF the best possible constant with the property: For every a E F there exists a unit u E U such that max{\ox(ua)\,... ,\or(ua)\] < cF/V(a)1/'/;
here N(b) is the absolute value of the usual norm of the element b of F. The existence of and upper bounds for cF are well known (e.g., [6, p. 526] ; [7, p. 351]; [9, p. 22] ; [10, p. 271] ; [13, p. 260 ]), and it was shown in [3] that the constant cF can be computed effectively. Further some properties and an application of cF were investigated, and the value of cF was given for the case r < 2.
In the present note an algorithm for the computation of cF for the case r > 2 is described. However, this algorithm works well only if the degree and the absolute value of the discriminant D of F are small; this is mainly due to the fact (see the first step of the algorithm in Section 3) that the computation of a full system of nonequivalent integers of F of absolute norm < (2/tt)'<J\ D \ (t = number of complex primes of F) may require much computation time. Therefore the algorithm is used here to find the constant cF for some cyclotomic fields of small degree (see Table 2 ).
As a by-product of these computations, it is shown that the algorithm proposed by W. E. H. Berwick [1] for the computation of fundamental units of F for the case r = 3 cannot be generalized for r > 3 (see Section 5 for details).
It should be noted that one can define a similar constant cF(U0) for any subgroup U0 of finite index in U. It can be derived easily from [3] that the analogue of Algorithm C below will also give the constant cF(U0). andlâ'= max{|a(l) (¿>,,...,¿>r) GR' we denote by U(bx,...,br) the set of units u of F such that |w(,)|<¿>, (/'= l,...,r).
We shall assume throughout that u,,...,wr_, is a fundamental system of units of F, and foruEU we denote by vx(u), ...,vr_x(u)EZ the exponents in the representation u = wwjl("'
• u'rsfuX with w a root of unity in F.
The results of the following lemmas are used for the computation of cF; their proofs are left to the reader. Remark. In special cases the bounds for the v^s may be sharpened as the following example shows. Let Q(n) be the nth cyclotomic field, U" the units and W" the roots of unity of Q(n), m = y(n)/2 (Euler's <p-function) and b E R, b > 1. For n -1, 11, 13 using the fundamental system of units of Q{n) as described in Table 2 (see Section 4) and the Galois module structure of Un, one can find a full system of representatives of nonconjugate u E Un modulo Wn with 1 < m1^ b by checking all integral vx,..., vm_, which satisfy conditions (i), (ii), (hi):
(i) | vp |< 2(m -lXlog^miniS™-1 \aki\\ k = l,...,m -\) (p = l,...,m -I), (ü)l^xpplog\upm)\^logb, (iii) vx > 1. For let n -7 (the other cases are dealt with similarly) and let u E U1 such that 1 <7t< b. Using the fundamental system of units of Q(7), as given in Table 2 , the conjugates of u = u\*u"22 are u' -wï2«^1-"2 and u" -ux"l~''2u2'. It suffices to show that one of the pairs (vx(u), v2(u)), (vx(u'), v2(u')), (vx(u"), v2(u")) satisfies condition (hi) above, because by Lemma 1 and its corollary each of these three pairs cF<max \ n max{l,|Up"|} I.
Examples. Using the units (or their inverses) of Q^p\ as given in Table 2 below, the following upper bounds for cQ<P) for primesp with 7 <p < 19 can be obtained (see Table 1 ). 3. Outline of the Algorithm. The algorithm for the computation of cF will be given in the style of Knuth [8] . It was shown in [3] that this algorithm does in fact yield the constant cF.
Algorithm C (Computation of cF). C 1. (Computation of units v,,. ..,vr E U with the property |fy|< 1 for p, j = l,...,r; p ¥=j.) Compute a full system of representatives ax,... ,as E R of the nonassociate a E R \ {0} such that N(a) < gF(see Lemma 3). Put bj= (gfmax{|«i*>H/= \,...,s;k=l,...,r})l/ej (j=l,...,r).
Apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to find v,,...,vr in the set U(bx,...,br). (Remark. As the bounds bx,...,br given in C 1 may be much too large, one should first compute the units u E U(bx,...,br) with small vx(u),. ..,vr_x(u).) In some special cases one need not test every (ax,...,ar) E A in order to find cF; e.g., using the Galois group of Q(n) in the examples mentioned below, one may restrict oneself to the case ax = 1.) 4. Examples. In this section we give the results of the computation of the constant Cq(") of some cyclotomic fields Q(n>. For brevity we write upj =\upJ)\, where ux,...,um_x (m = <p(n)/2) is the fundamental system of units of Q(n) which is described in the second column of Table 2 (here we write respectively. In order to fix the different embeddings of Q(n) into C, the first three digits of the absolute values of the conjugates of w, are listed in the third column of Table 2 . Finally the first seven digits of Cqod for 6 < <p(«) < 12 are given in the fourth column of Table 2 .
Remarks, (i) In computing Cqm, real numbers a and b with \a -b\< m ■ 10"15 were regarded as being equal.
(ii) The computations were carried out partly on the TR 445 of the Universität Düsseldorf and partly on the CYBER 76 of the Universität Köln. This question was answered in the affirmative by W. E. H. Berwick [1] for the case r = 3; in fact he proved that any two elements of the set {«,, u2, m3} form a fundamental system of units of F (for an application of Berwick's algorithm see, e.g., [12] ). However, it was conjectured (e.g., [11, p. 6.09]) that the answer to the above question should be no if r > 3. The following examples show the truth of this conjecture: Let Vn be the subgroup of U" (see the remark following Lemma 1) generated by Wn and the conjugates of a unit u E Un with the properties (i)|M(y)|< 1 for all; > 1, (ii) | u(1) | minimal among all units in U" which satisfy (i).
In the examples mentioned below u is unique up to roots of unity, and it is plain that Algorithm C also gives the unit u. The index (Un : Vn) for some n is listed in Table 3 . . Acknowledgement. I would like to express my thanks to Professor F. HalterKoch for his constant interest in the computations described above and to Mr. Dirk Paggel for his help in implementing the programs on the computer. I thank the referee for valuable comments on the first draft of this note. Finally I am indebted to the Universität Essen-Gesamthochschule for the provision of computer time.
